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ABSTRACT
"STRUCTURE ISARCHITECTURE. "

IFelixCandela
Calatrava

IThroughoutthe history of building, structure —--— L "
has played a primary role In giving form to architec- '
ture. From the Iintels of Greek temples, to the arches _
and domes of the Romans, to the flying buttresses of
Gothic cathedrals, structure was a majordeterminantÄ
of the form of architecture. Within the last century,
however, architecture has moved away from structure
as a primary form giver. In some cases this movement
#Vby choice; 6.g., an architect designing buildings as
‘pform, and in others the movement Is by force;
.ebuilding codes prohibiting exposedstructuralsteel.

I believe, however, that structure should play a
vital role in architecture, because structure engages
one physically, mentally, sensually and spiritually with
._theessence of the building as a whole. Structure - I °
‘crea building physIcaIIy: it gives a building °j‘ TM x
support and links all aspects of the building together.

One Qains understanding Ofarchitecture
throughthe experience of its eIements——site, _
structure, and space — both indivIduaIIy and c0IIec— ° »
tively. Site forms the basis from which the building
parti originates. Astructure then evolves from the
,/coand analysis of site, and creates space. I'
ExperIentiaI, topographic, and urbanistic concerns are
essential to the development ofa structure that
„ggitself both physically and metaphysically In
‘—site. A building grows from Its site and creates a
diverse series ofspatial experiences, formed by a
Ü_language, In the manifestation of structure
and materiality. An individual comprehendsthe
,_bas a whole through the experience of its
spaces as formed by the structure. As mediator
between earth and man, structure intensifies the .. Aawareness of site and space. “" ' ' ' ‘
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THE MYTH OF SISYPHUS

Sisyphus, a wealthy Corinthian, detied the gods and death, but spends eternity en-
gaged in a futile struggle. He now repeatedly rolls a rock up a hill, knowing all the while that it
will roll again to the bottom of the hill once he reaches the summit. The tragedy of the myth is
found in Sisyphus’ knowledge of his fate; however, the continued striving toward the summit with
his relentless burden demonstrates the hope and innate optimism of human beings as they
strive to find meaning in life. ‘

Zeus spied the beautiful Aegina, daughter of the river god Asopus, and carried her off
through the streets of Corinth. Aegina’s father asked the Corinthian townspeople about the E
incident, but no one would speak to him for fear of Zeus’ wrath. The clever Sisyphus, however,
saw this as a golden opportunity and seized it.

One of Corinth’s primary problems at that time was that no water source existed within
the city walls. Lack of potable water inside the walls presented an obstacle to defense of the
city, and the Corinthians were tired of hauling water into the town. Sisyphus therefore ap-
proached the river god Asopus, and offered information on Aegina’s abduction: if Asopus would
cause a spring to bubble up within Corinth’s walls, Sisyphus would tell Asopus what Zeus had
done. Asopus agreed, Sisyphus talked, and a spring of sweet fresh water bubbled out of the
ground in the city. ’

With this knowledge, Asopus confronted Zeus, demanding his daughter’s return. Zeus,
the king of the gods, was furious. He knew which Corinthian had betrayed him, and spoke to his
brother, Hades. The lord of the dead, Hades dispatched Death to collect Sisyphus. When Death ‘
arrived in the world of the living, however, she became Iighthearted upon being in the world above
ground. Accustomed to encountering dread in those she met, Death was perplexed when
Sisyphusjovially invited herto join him for food and drink. Her guard down, she relaxed and
joked with Sisyphus, who then offered to show her a pair of handcuffs of his own making. ln a
playful mood, Death failed to see the ruse and donned the handcuffs. As time passed, thejest
faded, and it soon became apparent that Death had become Sisyphus’ prisoner.

With Death’s predicament, the entire character of the universe changed. While Death
remained captive, nothing died — neither plant nor animal nor human - and the world became
overpopulated. The gods, therefore, began to complain. Death was one of the few certain
controls that the gods had over mortal humans. Hades received no new subjects, but most
outraged of all was Ares. The usually unpopular god of war, Ares, who complained bitterly that,
without Death, there simply was no point to war, for soldiers slain on the battlefield would leap
up to fight again.

Meanwhile, humans rejoiced on earth. They quickly noticed that no one died, and
believing that they all would live forever, they went on a spree. There was, however, onevery’
miserable side effect. Those who were very ill did not die, but remained very ill — Death did not
arrive to relieve the miseries. Watching this, Zeus grew angrier still and dispatched Ares to free
Death and seize Sisyphus. Ares did so, taking the soul of Sisyphus down to Hades.

Sisyphus had not yet exhausted his store of tricks. Having instructed his wife not to
bury his corpse when the gods plucked out his soul, Sisyphus complained on his arrival in the
realm of the dead that he could not possibly be allowed to remain there. Because his corpse .
was not properly buried, nor were the proper rites performed, Hades granted Sisyphus three
days in which to set things in order. At the end of the reprieve, however, it was clear that
Sisyphus did not intend to return to the land of the dead. Sisyphus again succeeded in deceiv-
ing the gods, but his victory, and his respite, were temporary. Sending Hermes, themessenger‘
of the gods and the usual guide of the dead to the Underworld, Zeus intended to seeeverything»
done properly. Hermes seized Sisyphus's soul, buried his body with all the necessary rituals,
and took the soul to the Underworld.

Having mocked the gods and bound Death, Sisyphus now received his tragic sentence.
Sisyphus must spend eternity rolling a great rock up a steep hill, only to see it roll back down
the hill to whence Sisyphus again must return, perpetually to repeat the futile ascent.2
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"We may define the ideal outcome of architecture as
being that a building should serve as an instrument
which mediates all the positive inf/uences affecting
man.... a building cannot carry out this task unless it is
itself as fine/y nuanced as the surroundings in which lt
t n 6S 8 ds Alvar Aalto
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GXDOSIFIQ T G STTUCTUTG al'} ITIGC am-
cal systems of a building, one has the opportu-
nity to gain a greater understanding of the
architecture. The exposed form of thestructureT
and its revealed connections create a dynamic
diagram of forces relating the pieces of the
building to the earth. The exposed mechanical
systems housed within the structure create a
diagram of the hlerarchy of building systems
and give form to systems that generally
areconcealedand formless. This revelation of V S
structure and mechanical connection not only
creates the ornament for the spaces, it ex-

h ' ' d kpressest e forces and duties require to ma e• • « • ¤the building a functioning entity. The structure
· VVT tells the stories necessary to understandthewhole

building.
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lf life is a journey, what is its destination? Death, life after
death, heaven, hell, or reincarnation? ls the meaning of that
journey still a mystery? Or is it, as Camus suggested, that the
striving itself can give life meaning? This question, this need to
understand, has been with us since we evolved into creatures
with cognitive reasoning.

I don’t profess to have the answer, nor to have a greater
understanding then anyone else. However, I chose this thesis
project to aide in my own struggle, my own journey towards
understanding. Education and learning are a part of our journey,
another aspect of our striving for meaning. I linked my architec— .
tural education to my life’s education. Although, l didn’t find the
meaning of life, I did clarify my own beliefs. I found my personal _
truth in architecture: structure is the essence of architecture.

The universe is made up of stories, not atoms..."'2

Muriel Rukeyser
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